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About This Game

There was Jack,
Just a lumberjack.

But bad times have come -
Big evil rabbits attacked.

They've enslave all of them
And our Jack became a SuperLumberjack!

Chop wood and do it quickly to get more points. Be careful: do not hit the rabbit with an ax. Otherwise you will lose.

History Mode:

Complete all 24 levels. Find out what the rabbits want, and help Jack bring peace back to earth!

Arcade Mode:

Set records, play with friends in "Double Mode", discover new characters and locations.
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Title: Super Lumberjack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
17Studio
Publisher:
17Studio
Release Date: 2 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and up

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 650M / Radeon R9 M375 or higher graphics card

Storage: 30 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible

English,Russian
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superstep lumberjack. lumberjack attack super shop. superdry lumberjack shirt. super hipster lumberjack speedrun. super
lumberjack. lumberjack superhero. super hipster lumberjack. lumberjack vs super thor. superdry lumberjack

Overall pretty fun game but lacking content. I'd really like to see a button combination mini-game. Similar to something like
DDR \/ Guitar Hero. I think it would be pretty fun. Also a mini-game that involves pressing one button as much as possible in a
certain amount of time. Think of the game "Domination" from Mario Party 4.. Legend of the Beast is fairly well priced,
considering it only adds three levels to the campaign which all reuse assets from The First Encounter.

I would say well priced since I bought it for 99 cents. Anything above that it's really not worth it.. THIS is now my favorite and
best game i have EVER played. I totally recommend finishing the entire game. It's ok for the sound effects of this software.
But the thing is about the image overlay effects.
I don't have any images here. can you make some default images???. An over two-hour long documentary that speaks of the
creation of the first video games in the technology wings of major U.S. Universities (Space War), to the development of the
coin-operated and home video game markets by Atari from the mid 70`s to the early 80`s, as well as the development of
Activision Publishing from disgruntled former Atari employees. The period of video game history covered in this film ends
with the video game market crash of 1983. Not only very informative (told from the perspectives of many key `players` in the
industry from this time frame) but also featuring a nice collection of archival footage (print and television media sources). Much
better than any other documentary that I have seen to date on the subject.

Film is fully subtitled.. Had to buy this as soon as it came out, I tried out all of the three songs with a bass.

so.. This time Rocksmith developers have chosen some hard and long songs for us, so prepare for Riff Repeater- marathon. Bass
part has two bass solo's on Metropolis- song and every song in this pack includes a challenge. Pull me under- might be the
easiest song in this pack, but still has some badass parts. On the backs of Angels- should be played with 5 string bass but
Rocksmith has translated it for 4- string.

I would recommend this song pack only for experienced players but other than that, 4\/5 because doesn't include Instrumedley.
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This game is extremely addictive, I installed it at 11 and didnt stop playing it till 4 in the morning!. pretty gewd. Nice! I Like it!.
big leason learnd never by anything eve related from steam.
dident got the dlc
even dho i bought eve from steam in the first place im still waiting for my suport ticked to be solved.. Crazy Machines is often
overlooked "successor" to Incredible Machines, so to say. No, not officially, but it did delivered fun of same genre during years
when there was no similiar game.

Even though it's not modern game, it still should run just fine, albeit not supporting widescreen resolution. it comes with two
packs of puzzles (that you can pick in "Change Lab"), each having around 100 puzzles, with New Challenges coming out later
and introducing new elements. There are also 3 music that you can choose in options, game repeating only one of them all time.
Really, Game Music 3 is the best one, immeditly choose this, great upbeat melody.
No idea how and when New Challenges and two new music tracks came to be, maybe they were patched or came bundled with
new version of the game... There is really no info on Internet on them. I only remember playing Russian version which lacked
those, with different title screen. Professor, who's head pops randomly to give useless random phrase, was the best there. Biased.
And yes, you can disable him in options too.

So yes, to those unfamiliar, each puzzle is about placing available elements on the level, testing and if it doesn't work, then you
are off to replacing, either slightly tweaking position or completely changing whole plan. But where Incredible Machines had
more of wacky elements, Crazy Machines gives you more of "realistical" set of items, like bucket and magnet. And, importanly,
while doing so, it introduces a more advanced physics, more modern, being more complex than in Incredible Machines. And
that is unique strong point of this game. Not to mentioning that it's always great to have more games in this genre, well-done
ones at least.
You got usual physics, electricity, gravity (in New Challenges) and steam to handle. Great stuff. Setting is quite jolly too.

Yet the game isn't as perfect as I wanted it to be. There are a lot of situation where you have to place object pretty much pixel-
perfect. Yes. Move that mouse slowly while holding button. Don't twitch. Test 100 times until it works.
And even then some of the puzzles are so out of the box... Well, no, it sounds like positive thing. What I meant, is that some
puzzles have solution that appears like physics exploits. Example: in one of the level you have 3 conveyer belts to place, to
somehow deliver a box on top of a platform that is way above. What is solution? Place two converyer belts together so the box
will get stuck between them and with enough pixel-perfect placing it will roll around and somehow get shot out onto platform.
Work of a genius!
Yes, after this you can never be sure if solution is something sane or not, making you want instead check walkthroughs.
I might go futher and just say that learning curve in this game is simply horrible and difficulty is uneven, not exactly always
enjoyable... But I still like this game.

The game also allows you to create your own levels, fully. Using interface that may confuse for first impression. (How to put
element into player inventory? Put element into level and then choose it and click on lock icon. Will not appear on level itself
after this). But otherwise, you can do as much as normal levels can, setting up task too. Then you can save experiement and
uhm, find a friend who playes this game too and maybe wants to try your thing, copying file to his computer. Or you can just set
up many explosives to watch physics. Yes, no Steam Workshop support.

So, while Crazy Machines gives a good spin and has it's place in a genre, it has some flawed puzzles that worsen up whole offer
and taste. Otherwise, ignoring them, I can recommend it. Just not whole-heartly.

P.S. Also check out Crazy Machines 1.5 if you like this one,more of same. Quite good from what it appears. Because of the
screwy way developers handled that "2-games-as-1" app, no one can review it. HA.. THERE IS NO WORD TO DESCRIBE
THIS ADDON IT IS SO BAD THAT I CANT EVER CALL IT BAD STAY AWAY FROM IT IF U DONT WANT TO
WAST YOUR MONEY IF YOU WANT SOMETHING BRILIENT FOR YOUR MONEY THEN BUY THE 14XX ADDIN
PACK IT REALLY IS YOUR MONEYS WOURTH THE RESON IT WAS BAD IS BECAUSE IT HAS 2 MISSING
TEXTURES ON THE WATER SITE GLASS AND HAS THE BLACK 5 DEFALT SOUNDS AND WHISTLE.. This game
gives me bad feelings. I do not see the point of it.. While this game might've been good at one point right now it's BROKEN it's
impossible to get past even the first mission without the game crashing.
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